1. Distribute syllabus
2. Welcome, reason for the class, and overview of the course
   Basically Aristotelian theory is the basis for it provides not only a systematic starting point for the analysis of various rhetorical acts, but it also provides a classical framework for modern theory.
3. Give out Class Schedule and go over it.
   a. performances
      oral interpretation
      group discussions
      report on journal articles
      delivery of a speech
      delivery of a lecture as the final
   b. guest lecturers
      Arnold Wood
      Larry Griffey
      Thelma Golightly
4. Textbook
   Explain choice
   Assign Chapter 1
5. Give out Calendars--time of class?
6. Questionnaires and Introduce class to each other
7. Assign anecdotal talk for next meeting? (Criteria on next page)
Criteria for Brief Talk

1. Adapt to this audience
2. Be interesting
3. 3½ to 5 minutes
4. You may use notes
5. Before the speech give me a list of rhetorical devices you are aware that you are using in the speech.
6. Anecdotal